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Drug development - Challenges

• Advancements in fundamental and applied biomedical research, yet translation into
treatments has become inefficient, expensive, slow, insufficiently tailored.

• Investigating 1-2 interventions in single disease can be expensive and challenging to 
execute, and important questions remain unanswered. High unmet clinical needs.

• Challenge to recruit patients in “Precision medicine” trials aiming to evaluate 
targeted treatments (e.g. rare diseases). 

• Potential causes: (i) siloed, competitive development process focused on single 
compounds, (ii) insufficient collaboration among stakeholders (iii) limited aligned
patient-centric approach by stakeholders, (iv) limited focus on individual tailored
treatments. 

• Has led to shortages: (i) investigators & sites for phase 2-3 clinical trials, (ii) patients
for enrollment, (iii) sharing knowledge and use of real-world data, (iv) investigations of 
combination treatments from different sponsors.



Drug development – Novel ways forward

• Master protocol trial designs considered to be more efficient than traditional 
“one drug, one trial” paradigm in certain situations/questions.

• Different types of designs (e.g., umbrella, platform, basket)

• Enable study one or more interventions in one or more disease area, without
setting up separate studies.

• Uses common screening framwork to identify interventions for which patients may
be eligible, creating more opportunities for patients.

• Often include periodic interim analyses to determine futility or success, and
potentially allow patients to be re-assigned to other arms/treatments.

• Began in early 2000s, grown significantly in last few years. Majority in oncology,
yet increasingly used in other areas e.g Alzheimer’s disease, infectious diseases.



Growing literature...



Different trial approaches
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Novel clinical development concept, common enabling framework for 

platform trials, centers around a master protocol

Uses existing infrastructure of hospitals and federated patient data in 

design, planning and execution to accomate multi-sourced interventions

Ensures optimized regulatory pathway for the novel treatments has been 

established

Develop Integrated Research Platform (IRP)



Create four disease-specific IRPs:

Major Depressive Disorder (MDD)

Tuberculosis (TB)

Non-Alcoholic Steatohepatitis (NASH)

NeuroFibromatosis (NF)

Create a disease-agnostic IRP 

Upper disease specific part -

built on platform trial design which will 

test multi-sourced treatments 
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Major Depressive Disorder (MDD)
Tuberculosis (TB)
Non-Alcoholic Steatohepatitis (NASH)
Neurofibromatosis (NF)

A trusted sustainable entity ready to setup and coordinate

the operation of IRP in any disease.

Clinical Trial Platform Framework that can be used for any disease 

(Disease-agnostic IRP), and four specifics

Four disease trial-ready 

clinical networks
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What will EU-PEARL deliver?

4 Patient Engagement 

Platform and materials



Co-producing Knowledge and Building Capacity...
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COVID-19 trials


